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New PMP Prep Course Available On MyExamCloud

New Online PMP Exam Prep Study Plan for PMBOK 6th Edition Now Offered On Expansive
Online Platform.

Chennai, Tamil Nadu (PRWEB) September 24, 2018 -- A new course available on the MyExamCloud online
study and exam plans platform offers a comprehensive guide and fresh insights for course study and preparing
for the Project Management Professional (PMP) certification exams.

MyExamCloud users will appreciate the course, whose training simulator covers 5 mock exams, each with 200
questions and a bonus package of a free practice test of 25 questions. All the questions effectively cover the
latest PMBOK 6 syllabus, and users can find brief, yet insightful explanations for each of these questions.

“This course goes beyond just providing users with a list of questions and answers. You can find that anywhere.
I wanted to make the course that is as compelling, interactive and comprehensive as can be, and that is why I
made sure to annotate the answers. Clients will be getting answers, accompanied by a brief and concise
explanation.” Said Mikesh Shah, the creator of the study.

MyExamCloud is mobile-ready and users will be able to access the PMP course from their smart phones,
tablets and other mobile devices. Users will be able to enjoy access from anywhere, and at any time. The course
is available at a discounted rate of $ 44.98, paid only once, with no subscription or renewal charges on your
purchase.

Mikesh Shah, the brains behind this course, is PMP-Certified by Project Management Institute (PMI) US.He
has enjoyed a successful career at Oracle as a project management consultant and executive spanning to a little
more than a decade. He has managed projects of different scales for reputable institutions such as IMF, Bank of
Montreal, Citibank, just to mention but a few.

This course is not his first contribution to the world of academia. Backed by years of experience as an
accomplished investment banker, Mikesh Shah also teaches at least 4 courses on Udemy.

For the PMP Course on MyExamCloud, Mikesh Shah offers unlimited author support, and users can get in
touch with him with any questions. A timely and satisfactory response is always guaranteed. Something else
that is a guarantee with the PMP 6 course is a 100% test pass. The well –structured course offers users all the
tools necessary to fully prepare for the certification exam, as dictated by the PMBOK 6 syllabus.

The PMP certification exam is no easy feat, and successful completion requires rigorous preparation. Practice
does make perfect, and taking practice tests, such as the mock questions provided in Mikesh Shah’s PMP
course on MyExamCloud, will help users get ready to take the actual test. Users can identify areas where they
score highly, and where their score is low, and appropriate their study time and efforts accordingly to achieve a
great overall score.

The PMP prep Course is authored and crafted to provide practical assistance to candidates on their journey to
earning their PMP credentials. It’s now available and easily accessible to all on the MyExamCloud Platform. at
a discounted price.
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Contact Information
Ganesan Ponnusamy
EPractize Labs Software
http://https://www.myexamcloud.com
914426151020

Ganesan Ponnusamy
EPractize Labs Software
http://https://www.epractizelabs.com
914426151020

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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